Joint Administrative and Faculty Advisory Committee Meeting
January 25th, 2012
Attendees: Gwen Pomper, Larry Levine, Candice Bowen, Scott Munson, Jon Giltner, Bob Weir, Diane
Adams, Lou McClelland, Cynthia Husek, Jeff Weiss, Randy Draper, Deb Keyek‐Franssen, Scott Peppet,
Ron Ried, Lew Harvey, Kambiz Khalili, Bret Fund, JoAnn Zelasko, Bill Penuel, Melinda Piket‐May, John
Drumheller, Michelle Clifford, Scott Palo.

Mobile Applications‐


















Networking and Infrastructure needed for mobile devices, how do we support them?
What sort of mobile applications do we need?
Sent out a survey‐ schedule and grades floated to the top of the wish list. These are what we are
working on currently.
Reporting problems with buildings‐ snap a picture and send it to FacMan.
Need to make sure all buildings have good network coverage for mobile phones.
Use the phone as a clicker?‐ Phone can allow for open input that a clicker cannot do.
Should we use local start‐ups to develop student mobile apps?
Should mobile apps be a high priority?‐ Yes, but student usage should drive focus, prioritize
based on what students would want to use.
Have a competition for students to develop an app?‐ will show what students are interested in.
Encourage students to be entrepreneurs and try to develop their own applications.
How do you do updates?‐ need to find platforms where you can push changes to the
application‐ you can’t assume students are going to do the updates.
Need to make sure we are working with disability services – for maps this is important, we can
relate it to the Four Winds Digital Signage project.
Create a market for people to innovate these applications.
Need to make sure we have “mobile apps” not “web apps on a mobile device”.
Mobile VPN access needed‐ at least we need unofficial support.
Need to consider how apps fit in with current policies, who pays for device, who owns device,
who pays for the monthly fees, etc.
Work with Silicon Flatirons and other Development shops in the area. Take advantage of
Google presence in Boulder, and take advantage of alums in the field.
Work with office of efficiency and create cost savings.

Software Licensing‐












We could be doing this better‐ we have some common good licenses.
Some licenses through OIT, some through the bookstore, etc.
Qualitative Data Analysis Software needed‐ Online coding of video (Studio Code).
Look for categories of software that faculty, students, or staff need.
Can we stream software?
When can faculty sites be added to Drupal‐ late 2012 If people want to be beta‐testers for new
website contact Jon Giltner.
When we need to buy new software packaging there is no space to go to find out if we already
have a contract or license with a company. Need a central place for people to express interest in
a software‐ make it worthwhile to pursue.
Have a superstore where we can find what’s out there, and verify that people work at CU. Have
it hooked up to identikey.
Come up with a userfee process for software that is not free, find out what is needed and used
on campus. Is there another way to meet these needs?
Need to have the Costco model‐ buy in bulk and buy at the right times.

Technology Enhanced Spaces‐












Lumping labs and classrooms together‐ we have limited funding and we don’t do a good job
across campus. We have inefficiencies and inequity between departments. Some groups use
program fees for labs, some do not.
Think way out of the box‐ spaces that are only used from 9‐4, what else can we do with these
spaces? How do we better utilize our spaces? Come up with rapid ways of turning labs around
so that multiple groups can use labs and classrooms.
We need better budget model so that people are aware of the funds that are available and how
money is allocated.
We shouldn’t have to patch money with student and course fees. State elementary schools
have better technology that we have.
Do we need one amazing classroom in every building where people can play with technology?
ATLAS is great as a facility but it’s not available to everyone.
We need to have better spaces for staff, smart rooms, video conferencing, etc.
In new buildings, we are trying to make all rooms smart, we don’t want people doing one off
solutions.
Comes back to buying power.
People who want to be on a strategy team?‐ Joann Zelasko, Scott, Peppet, Lew Harvey. Send
Deb an email if you want to be involved.

